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The Field Star is a multiple-function hand-held recorder for logging 60 henz* magnetic 

fields. Three orthogonal sensing coils measure the magnitude of the magnetic field component 

along the x, y and z axes. The Field Star can be used as a survey instrument or as a data logger 

to record magnetic field data as a function of time or distance. Complete maps ofmagnetic field 

strength can be made ofany area or building, such as in a residence or under a distribution line. 

Operation of the Field Star is controlled by the on-board microcomputer. The resident software 

displays menu options on the 2 x16 alpha-numeric display. Options are then selected using the 

keypad. Through the display, the microcomputer provides information to the user as to what 

program has been selected, current data labels, total feet traveled, turns made, etc. This allows . 

the Field Star to be operated almost entirely independently of a PC, except for graphics and 

hardcopies of the data. 

In the display mode, the Field Star provides a real-time readout of the three orthogonal vector 

components and the resultant field magnitude. The display is updated every second and thus 

provides real-time data useful in locating sources of magnetic fields. 

There are four data sampling modes possible using the Field Star: 

• 	 Timed sampling, with sampling intervals of 1 second or any integer 
number of minutes between 1 and 15; 

• 	 Distance sampling, with sampling intervals of any integer multiple of 
feet between 1 and 25; 

• 	 Mapping, with sampling intervals of any integer multiple of feet be
tween 1 and 25 and turn increments in multiples of 45°. 

• 	 Spot sampling, with a sampling interval of 1 second and averaging 
times of 1 to 30 seconds. . 

Also available with a filter setting of 50 Hz or as a broad-band instrument (25-250 Hz @3 dB).* 
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When selecting how the data will be stored for later analysis. the user will be given the choice 

of appending the current data to the existing data or ofresetting the end of file (BOF) marker to 

zero and overw;tjting the existing data. This option of appending new data to previously stored 

data permits mixed-mode data collection .. By returning to the sampling menu, the user can 

change the sampling m~de any number of times in a session. Timed samples, distance samples, 

and maps can all be stored for later processing. 
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Technical Data 


Measured Quantities: 

*True RMS magnitude of 60 Hz magnetic field along 3 axes. 

Sensing Coils: 

Three orthogonal powdered-iran-core coils oriented to reduce interferences to less than 

0.25% over the full dynamic range. 

Field Sensitivity: 0 ' U o4,/l{r 
** Ll";"'~'\ 

On the Field Star 1000 the three internal ranges achieve a resolution of0.04 mG in the 0-10 
***mG range andbetterthan 0.5 % of full scale in the to-l00 mG and 100-1000 mG ranges . 

Accuracy/Calibration: 

Each device is calibrated using IEEE-recommended calibration coils to achieve better than 

1 % of full scale accuracy for all ranges. 

Frequency Response: 

Band-pass filter tuned to a center frequency of 60 Hz*, (55-65 Hz @ 3 dB). 

E-Field Susceptibility: 

Less than I bit at 20KV/m 60 Hz E-Field. 

Also available with a filter setting of 50 Hz or as a broad-band instrument (25-250 Hz@3dB). * 
** .Also available as the Field Star 4000 with a range of 04000 mG, a resolution of 0.16 mG and ranges of 

040 mG, 40·400 mG and 4004000 mG. 

*** Available as a metric unit where the field strength is displayed in microTesla and the distance in meters. 
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Program Storage: 

EPROM program storage provides loss-of-battery protection. 

Data Storage: 

128k RAM with 10 year battery backup allows up to 22,000 data points to be stored,. each' 

containing the 3 orthogonal field values and event markers or turn infonnation where 

applicable. 

Communications: 

Serial RS-232 port (and software) for uploading data to an IBM PC or compatible. 

Date and Time: 

On board clOCk/calendar keeps track of real time and date. 

Display: 

2 x 16 alpha-numeric LCD to display Bx, By, Bz and B resultant, or during mapping or timed 

sampling can be programmed to display anyone of the four quantities with the important 

current mapping infonnation. 

Batteries: 

Two 9V batteries with 3V lithium battery for memory backup. 

Battery Life: 

Depending onuse, two 9 volt alkaline batteries will last between 2.5 days (constant use in 

. display mode) and 1 week using 9 volt lithium batteries in long-time sampling mode. 

Dimensions: 

. length = 7.5" width = 4" height =2.75" 

Weight: 

1.3 pounds 
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Modes of Operation: 

Display Only Mode: 

The display mode is used to take survey readings. The initial display mode presents the 

calculated resuitant RMS magnitude of the AC magnetic field (Bx2+Bl+Bz2)lfl. The 

second display mode presents the x, y, and z components as well as the calculated resultant 

In each of these modes, the display is updated every second: . 

Timed Sampling Mode: 

Samples can be stored at intervals of 1 second or any number of minutes between 1-15, with 

the capability of marking events without turning off the device. 

Distance Sampling Mode: 

Using the mapping wheel, data samples can be taken along a path at intervals of 1-25 feet. 

The interface cable inputs the wheel pulses directly into the Field Star, providing trigger and 

distance information. Event markers can be inserted into the data record for later use in 

analysis. 

Mapping Mode: 

In the mapping mode, the mapping wheel can be used to generate complete x-y maps of the 

magnetic field. Samples are stored along a path as in the distance mode. Turns are logged 

from the custom keypad on the front panel and stored automatically with the data. The PC 

software calculates, from the stored information, the x-y coordinates of each data point. 

Using the optional graphics package, the path map and field readings can be combined and 

turns can be interactively corrected on the screen. 

Spot Reading Mode: 

In the spot reading mode timed data taken at 1 second intervals is averaged over a give time 

period. The averaging time can be chosen to be between 1 and 30 seconds. The average of 

the three vector components are stored as a single set of data points. 
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Fully Collapsible Nonmetallic Mapping Wheel with Instrument Platform: 

Nonmetallic construction. 

Instrument platfonn 1m above ground. 

Collapses to 21" height for easy transport and storage. 

Magnetic reed switches provide 1 ft. interval marks. 

Magnets inside vacuum molded wheel will not falloff. 

Fully adjustable handle position. 

Optional marking switch for compatibility with previous STAR units. 

Optional enhanced PC software is available to: 

Provide graphical display of time, distance and map surveys on monitors equipped with CGA, 

EGA and VGA graphics capabilities ~ ... 

Produce high quality printed output of data. 

Provide interactive turn correction capabilities allowing the user to correct turn errors, thus 

saving valuable data. 

Note: The original raw data file is not changed when turn corrections are made, thus preserving 

the integrity of the data, should a turn correction be improperly entered. 
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DATA SAMPLING 


Turning the Field Star on: 

Press on to start the Field Star. 

At power up, the on-board microcomputer goes through a start-up procedure checking the 

system parameters. 

During this period the display will show: 

FIELD STAR 1000(or 4000) 
<ENTER>Power Off 

Note: During battery connection the instrument may tum on. 

Low Battery Indication 

At power up the display will show the battery condition as a percentage of battery life left. 

In any of the measurement modes the battery state is periodically checked. If the battery 

voltage falls below 6 volts the display will begin flashing at 1 second intervals. This gives 

a warning to the user that the battery is low, and only enough battery power left for 30 minutes 

of use,. The device can be used until the battery is completely dead but a map cannot be 

added to, if power goes out in the middle. 

Turning the Field Star OtT: 

Pressing ENlER at this point will tum the Field Star off. This is the only screen from which 

the Field Star can be turned off manually. To tum the unit off from another screen, press 

ESC to move back through successive menus until this screen appears. 

If the Field Star is left idle in the display mode, it will tum off after 5 minutes. 
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Accessing the Display Screen: 

Pressing NEXT while this screen is displayed will cause the next screen to appear, or, if no 

buttons are pushed, after 10 seconds, the display will automatically change to: 

SN xxxxxxxx v4.0 
M= xx% 8at= xx% 

This screen shows the device's serial number (SN) (which is added automatically to the 

header on the stored data), the EPROM software version number, the amount ofdata memory 

. (M) used, and the remaining battery (Bat) status. After 10 seconds, the microcomputer will 

tum on the sensing circuit and begin to display the calculated resultant 60 Hz magnetic field 

with the message: 

60 * Hertz Field 
xxxx mGauss 

Pressing NEXT will change the display to: 

xxmGX xxmGY 
xxmGZ xxmG R 

Where the vector components (x,y,z) and the calculated resultant (R) are displayed. In these 

two modes, the Field Star can be used to take survey readings. The screen is updated every 

second. If no further buttons are pushed, the internal clock will turn the power off after 5 

minutes. 

Accessing the Main Menu: 

To enter other sampling modes, press NEXT while in the display mode. This opens the main 

menu. In this menu, four choices will be sequentially displayed for 3 seconds each. The 

display will continue to scroll through the choices until one is selected. To selectthe desired 

program, press the number of that program on the keypad The number will appear on the 

second line and the appropriate choice will be displayed for 5 seconds. Ifin that time ENTER 

is pushed, the choice is stored and the next menu for that program will be displayed. If 

* Will read 50 for 50 Hertz units or simply Resultant Field for broad-band units. 
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ENTER is not pushed, the display will resume scrolling through the choices. The number 

of the program to be selected can be typed at any time; the user need not wait for the 

appropriate display. Keys other then the allowed choices (1-4) or ESC will simply be ignored. 

In the main menu the choices are: 

1} APPEND DATA 
2) OVERWRITE DATA 
3} UPLOAD DATA 
4) SET DEFAULTS 

Choices 1 and 2 detennine how data will be stored in subsequent data collection modes. 

Choice 3 is for transferring data from the Field Star to a PC. Choice 4 is for setting the date, 

time, and display modes. 

Choose the desired option by typing the prefix number. That number and the program chosen 

will then be displayed for 5 seconds. Press ENTER to register the choice and switch to the 

appropriate menu. If ENTER is not pressed during the 5 second display, the display will 

resume scrolling through the choices. The number of the desired program can be pressed at 

any time; the user need not wait for the appropriate display. Keys other than the allowed 

choices (1-4) will simply be ignored. 

Determining How the Data Will be Stored: 

1) Append Data 

The APPEND DATA option will cause newly stored data to be added to the end of the 

existing data file in RAM. Each new appended data block or "RECORD" has its own 

unique label contained in the subheaders. 

2) Overwrite Data 

The OVERWRITE DATA option causes the end of file (EOF) marker to be reset to O. 

New data will be written over the old data. Choosing the OVERWRITE DATA option 

causes a warning screen to be displayed: 

OVERWRITE DATA 
Will Clear Mem I 
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If the previously stored data is to be saved, press ESC to return the program to the main 


menu and choose APPEND DATA. IfOVERWRITE DATA is the correct choice, press 


ENTER to continue. 


Uploading Data to a PC: 

3) Upload Data 

In the UPLOAD DATA mode, the screen changes to: 

Upload Data 
<ENTER> to Start 

The PC will ask for the name of the data file in which this data is to be stored. The 


extension .RA W will automatically be appended to the file name, to indicate that this data 


is raw data in compact binary form. 


To'begin uploading data, press ENTER. 

(""", 
,If there are no errors in transmission, the message "Upload to filename.RA W was 


successful" will be displayed on the PC. If there was an error in transmission, an error 


message will be displayed. The data in the Field Star is not corrupted by the uploading 


process, and the uploading can be repeated if there is an error. If there was no data in the 


Field Star, the message "NO DATA" will appear on its display. 


Setting the Date, Time, and Display Mode: 

4) Set Defaults 


In the SET DEFAULTS menu, the options are: 


1)Set Date 
2)Set Time 
3)Set Display 

Choose the desired option by typing the prefix number .. That number and the program 


chosen will then be displayed for 5 seconds. Press ENTER to register the choice and 


switch to the appropriate menu. IfENTER is not pressed during the 5 seconds, the display 
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will resume scrolling through the choices. The number of the desired program can be 

Pt:essed at any time; the user need not wait for the appropriate display. Keys other than 

the allowed choices (1-3) will simply be ignored. 

If the user selects option 1, SET DATE, frrst the current date will be displayed: 

DATE IS xx-xx-xx 

with spaces for the new date to be entered from the keypad. After the appropriate 

information is entered, the ENTER key resets the calendar to the new date. Any entry of 

invalid numbers will be ignored. IfENTER is pushed without any new date information, 

the old date will be kept. 

Under option 2, SET TIME, the menu displays: 

TIME IS xx:xx:xx . . 

with the old time on the top line and space for the new time on the second line. Time is 

expressed in the 24 hour system. Type in the new time on the keypad and press ENTER 

to input the new time and reset the clock. 

Under option 3, SET DISPLAY, the menu displays: 

1)X 2)Y 3)Z 4)R 
Dis=x <ENTER> 

The user can then choose to display the x, y, or z component or the resultant during data 

collection modes. 

To correct an error, simply rechoose option 4, SET DEFAULTS, from the main menu and 

input the correct information. 

When all the necessary information has been entered, press ESC to get back to the main 

menu. 
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Collecting Data: 

After selecting how the data will be stored, the user will be in the SET SAMPLING MENU, 

and the following choices will scroll up on the top line display: 

1) TIMED DATA 
2) DISTANCE DATA 
3) MAPPING DATA 

In the APPEND DATA mode, the message "Append <ENTER>" will be displayed on the 

bottom line. In the OVERWRITE mode, the bottom line will read "<ENTER>". 

Choose the desired option by typing the prefix number. The display will then show what 

has been chosen for 5 seconds. Press ENTER to register the choice and switch to the 

appropriate menu. If ENTER is not pressed, the display will resume scrolling through the 

choices. The number of the desired program can be pressed at any time; the user need not 

wait for the appropriate display. Keys other than the allowed choices (1-3) will simply be 

ignored. 

1) Timed Data 


Choosing TIMED DATA causes the screen to display: 


TIMED SAMPLING 
REC=xx M=xx% 

This screen, which will be displayed for 3 seconds, indicates that TIMED SAMPLING 

has been chosen, and shows the current record number (Rec), and the amount of available 

memory (M) used. The sampling options will then scroll up on the top line: 

1 )SAMPLE IN SEC 
2)SAMPLE IN MIN 

Sampling in Seconds 

To take a measurement every second, press 1, followed by ENTER. The following 

will appear: 

1 Sec/Sample 
<ENTER> to Start 
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Pressing ENTER causes the program to move to the ID ENTRY MODE for input of a 

32 character "record In". (see below under Entering Record ID) After the In has been 

entered or if no ID is desired pressing ENTER will cause data to be collected at the 

rate of one measurement per second and be stored in the RAM file record number 

currently open. 

Sampling in Minutes 

To take a measurement at intervals of some number of minutes, press 2, followed by 

ENTER. The following will appear: 

TIME=1-15 MIN 
APPEND ~<ENTER> 

Type in the desired sampling interval on the keypad, followed by ENTER, to set up 

the sampling period. The Field Star will then move to the start menu for timed 

sampling. If the wrong interval was entered, push ESC. 

xx MIN/SAMPLE 
<ENTER> TO START 

Pressing ENTER causes the program to move to the ID ENTRY MODE for input of a 

32 character "record ID". (see below under Entering Record ID) After the ID has been 

entered or if no ID is desired pressing ENTER will cause data to be collected at the 

selected rate and stored in the RAM file record number currently open. 

Whether sampling is being done in intervals of seconds or minutes, the display will 

show: 

REC=xx M=xx% 
xx mGY S=xx 

This shows the current record number (Rec), the amount ofmemory (M) used, the field 

value (mG) and whether it is the x, y, or z component or the resultant that is being 

displayed (mGX, mGY, mGZ, or mGR), and the sample number (S). 
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The display and microcomputer will "sleep" between data samples and "wake up" 

shortly before the next sample is to be taken. To see the current status, push any key, 

and the display will return for 2 minutes. 

The ESC key causes sampling to stop and returns the program to the beginning of the 

SET SAMPLING MENU. This would be used either to exit completely or to choose 

new data sampling parameters. 

When the sampling session is complete, push ESC to move back through successive 

menus to the desired menu. 

2) Distance Data 

If option 2 is chosen in the SET SAMPLING MENU, the program moves to the 

DISTANCE SAMPLING MENU and the display changes to: 

Distance Logging 

Rec= xx M=xx% 


. This meim shows the sampling mode, the current record number (Rec) and the amount of 

memory (M) used. After 3 seconds, the distance selection screen will appear: 

Distance = 1-25 FT 

Append .K. <ENTER> 


Any integer Dumber offeer (up to 25) can be entered on the keypad, followed by ENTER. 

The Field Star will then write the header information to the RAM file and is ready to start 

sampling. The display will be: 

xx Ft/Sample 
<ENTER> To Start 

where xx Ft is the iQcrement between samples. If the wrong distance is entered, push 

ESC. Pressing ENTER causes the program to move to the IDENTRY MODE f~r input 

of a 32 character "record ID". (see below under Entering Record ID) After the ID has 

been entered or if no ID is desired a second ENTER will finish the data collection set up. 

Attach the Field Star to the mapping wheel and plug in the wheel input cable, the Field 

Star is ready to begin distance logging. The display will change to: 
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s = x x D= xxFt 
xxmGY R xx 

This display shows the sample number (S), the total distance (0) traveled for this record, 

the field value (mG) and whether it is the x, y, or z component or the resultant that is being 

displayed 

(mGX, mGY, mGZ, or mGR), and the record number (R). A good check of whether data 

is being sampled is to make sure the elapsed distance counter increments properly. 

The numbers 1-9, excluding 5, can be used to mark data points. When one of these 

numbers is pushed, the display will show: 

MA R K x T= x 
xx mGY R x 

where T is the total number of marks used. 

The data mark will be stored with the data point at the next wheel pulse to aid in identifying 

the points of interest when analyzing the data. If a data mark is inadvertently applied, it 

can be cancelled using the 5 key, provided a wheel pulse has not occurred. If a wheel 

pulse has already occurred, the data mark has been stored. 

The ESC key causes sampling to stop and returns the program to the beginning of the SET 

SAMPLING MENU. This would be used either to exit completely or to choose new data 

sampling parameters. 

When the sampling session is complete, push ESC to move back through successive menus 

to the desired menu. 

3) Mapping Data 

If Option 3 is chosen in the SET SAMPLING MENU, the program moves to the 

MAPPING MODE and the display changes to: 

Mapping 

Rec= xx M= xx% 
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This display shows that the MAPPING mode has been chosen, and shows the current 

record number (Rec). and the amount of memory (M) used. After 3 seconds the distance 

selection screen will appear: 

Distance=1-25 Ft 
Append A. <ENTER> 

Any integer number of feet (up to 25) can be entered on the keypad, followed by ENTER. 

(If the wrong distance is entered. push ESC.) The display will show: 

xx FtlSample 
<ENTER> To Start 

Pressing ENTER causes the program to move to the ID ENTRY MODE for input of a 32 

character "record ID". (see below under Entering Record ID) After the ID has been entered 

or if no ID is desired pressing ENTER will then write the header information to the RAM 

fIle and the unitis ready to start sampling. Now attach the Field Star to the mapping wheel. 

plug in the wheel input cable, and push ENTER. The Field Star is ready to begin mapping. 

The display will change to: 

Last Turn x 
xxmGY 0= x 

showing the direction of the last turn "logged", the field reading (mG) and whether it is 

the x, y, or z component or the resultant that is being displayed (mGX, mGY, mGZ, or 

mGR), and the total feet (D) for this map. The actual data collection will not begin until 

the first wheel pulse is generated, at which time the screen will be updated and the data 

point stored. 

During a mapping session, turns are logged by pressing one of the arrow keys. 

When one of these keys is pushed, the display will change to: 

T urn x T= x 
xxmGY 0= x 

to show that the turn has been registered by the microcomputer. The displayed information 

is the turn selected (represented as the number on the key for that turn), the total number 
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of turns (T) made (including this one), the field reading (mG) and whether it is the x, y, 

or z component or the resultant that is being displayed (mGX, mGY, mGZ, or mGR), and 

the total distance (0) traveled. The selected turn remains displayed (but not actually 

recorded) until the next wheel pulse is generated. At that time, the turn number along 

with the data point will be stored. The display then changes back to: 

LAST TURN x 
xxmGY D= x 

If the wrong turn number is entered but the wheel has not yet been advanced, the error 

can be overwritten simply by pressing the proper key. Ifno turn at all was intended, push 

the "5" button to clear the turn flag, provided a wheel pulse has not occurred. If a wheel 

pulse has already occurred, the error can be corrected only after the data has been uploaded 

to the PC. 

The straight-ahead arrow (key 2) can be used to mark points of interest to help simplify 

later data analysis. 
r'.. 
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Note: The Field Star uses a standard x-y-z coordinate system. 

The x axis is along the direction of travel (positive is in the forward direction), the yaxis 

is transverse (positive is to the left), and the z axis is vertical. Care should be taken when 

starting a map to assure correct orientation of your map when it is uploaded and plotted. 

The optional graphics software (FSGP) uses a standard x-y coordinate system when 

plotting, (the y axis is vertical and the x is horizontal). 
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4) Spot Reading 

If option 4 is chosen in the SET SAMPLING MENU, the program moves to the SPOT 

READING MODE and the display changes to: 

Spot Reading 

Ree = xx M = xx% 


This menu shows the sampling mode, the current record number (Rec) and the amount of 

memory used (m). After 3 seconds the time interval selection screen will appear: 

Time = 1-30 see 
Append x...<ENTER> 

At this point a time interval of I to 30 seconds can be entered. This time interval 

determines the number of seconds over which an average of the x, y, z and resultant field 

is calculated. Only the average over this time interval is stored in memory. This data can 

later be viewed or printed in text form with the Field Star 1000 program or in the Data 

Plot function of the optional graphics software package. (see Graphics Software 

Operation Manual for details) 

After the time interval is chosen, the operator is prompted to enter an optional record ID. 

Pressing ENTER at this point brings the operator to the screen: 

PT = xxxx Spot xx S 
<ENTER> to start 

Where the point number in the present record (PT) and the chosen time interval (S) are 

displayed. 

Pressing ENTER causes data collection and average calculation to begin. During this 

process the display reads: 

PT = xxxx Spot xx S 
x xS e e 

Where PT and S have the same meaning as above and "Sec" is the time which has elapsed 

since data collection began. 
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At the conclusion of the time interval the screen displays to average x, y, z and resultant 

values for 5 seconds. The operator is then returned to the screen: 

PT =xxxx Spot xx S 
<ENTER> to start 

The operator may then choose to take another spot reading in the same record using the 

same time interval, or press ESCAPE, returning to the SET SAMPLING MENU. 

Inputting Record ID 

After the sampling parameters have been selected (in any of the four sampling modes) 

the following message will appear: 

ENTER RECORD ID 

The message will remain for 5 seconds, then you will proceed to the ID input screen. If 

no previous ID had been entered, or the previous ID has been cleared, the underline cursor 

will appear in the upper left position. Using the forward and back keys to scroll through 

the alphabet and the left right arrows to move through the 32 character ID field a unique 

record ID can be stored with the header information. Legal characters are the 26 letters, 

integers 0-9, and the space character. If a previous ID does exist, it will reappear at this 

point. The previous ID can be retained as it is, it can be modified in any fashion, or it can 

be cleared by the use of the "5" key on the keypad. After the record ID has been input or 

cleared the "ENTER" key will cause the ID to be stored and sampling to begin: 
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MAPPING WHEEL 


The Field Star mapping wheel is specially designed to be used in combination with the Field 

Star Stand Alone Recorder. The Mapping Wheel is required to take distance samples and to 

make maps of the magnetic field. In the distance sampling or mapping mode. the wheel is 

connected to the Field Star using the wheel jack on the left side of the device. The wheel cable 

is fitted with a stereo phone jack. The wheel itself has 4 magnets molded into it. As the wheel 

is rotated the magnets cause the switch to close every foot. This causes a "wheel count" to be 

registered by the Field Star. 

Set-Up 

The mapping wheel is also equipped with an anti-reversing brake to avoid spurious wheel 

counts from being registered if the wheel is accidentally pulled backward as a turn is made. 

or if a turn is made directly on a magnet. 

The mapping wheel is shipped folded down in its carrying case. To unfold the wheel, loosen 

the black knobs located at the "knee". The knobs should be loose enough to allow the handles 

to be folded up easily. Attempting to unfold the wheel without loosening the knobs properly 

can cause damage to the wheel. 

After the platform supports have been rotated to the upright position. the knobs can be 

tightened until they are snug. Overtightening the knobs will not damage the knee but is not 

necessary. With the platform supports locked in the upright position, the platform can be 

rotated up through the space between the supports and then snapped into place. 

The handle grips can then be rotated into the most comfortable position and locked in place 

using the thumb nuts. The mapping wheel is now ready to begin mapping. Secure the Field 

Star to the instrument platform by sliding it in to the plastic strips. Then insert the wheel cable 

into the wheel jack on the left of the device. 
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Storage 

To collapse the mapping wheel for transport, the procedure is the reverse of the set-up. Fold 

the handles outward and forward inside the supports; unsnap the platform by pulling up on 

the right-hand side; and rotate it down between the supports. Loosen the knobs at the "knees" 

until the supports can be rotated the full 1800 easily; collapse the supports; and snug up the 

black knobs. Overtightening the knobs in this position can cause damage to the "knee" joint. 
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FSIOOO 


DATA MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 


Introduction: 


Once data has been stored in the Field Star magnetic-field stand-alone recorder. the data must 


be uploaded to your PC. 


All routines needed to upload and convert collected data are accessed by the program 

FS lOOO.EXE, which can be run from a hard disk or a floppy. This is a non-graphics program. 

The data management functions can be more easily accessed using the Field Star graphics 

package if it is available. 

This program is a fast and efficient data management tool for processing magnetic field data. 

The program performs three basic functions. It controls the uploading of data from the Field 

Star unit. converts the binary file to ASCII files for export to plotting routines. and produces 

ASCII files for printing. 

During uploading. raw data and header information containing the serial number of the device 

and the time and date are transmitted. A descriptive label containing up to 64 characters can be 

typed in on the PC keyboard and stored with the header information. All of this information is 

stored in a raw data file containing all the data records from the Field Star. The program will 

automatically append the extension .RA W to the file name to show that this file contains all the 

raw data from an uploading session. The data stored in the .RA W me is in a compacted binary 

form, which takes up approximately half as much space as an ordinary binary me. 

From this .RA W me the user must create an intermediate binary "working" me. This 

intermediate me will automatically be identified with the extension .DAT. All future mes will 

be created from this working file. The working file is not created automatically and can be 

produced from a .RA W me repeatedly. 
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Installing and Running the Uploading and Conversion Software 

The data management software for the Field Star 1000 is distributed on one 360k 5 1/4" 

floppy disk. If the Field Star Graphics Package is purchased FS 1000 is superceded, however, 

it is contained on the installation disk. The disk contains the files, FSlOOO.EXE and 

FSlOOO.HLP. The program can be copied to a floppy or a hard disk and run from either; 

there is no installation required. 

Once the program has been started by typing FSlOOO <ENTER>, the program options will 


be listed on the screen. Type the number of the desired option to begin the chosen operation. 


Most options will require the input of further information and appropriate messages will be 


displayed. All files created during uploading or conversion will be written to the default 


directory. 


The menu options will appear on the second screen as below: 

0- Quit 

1 - Get some help 

2 - Upload from Field Star 

3 - Make a working file 'from an upload file 

4 - Select a working file 

5 - Make an external plot file for a single record 

6 - Make a print file for a single record 

7 - Make a print file for all records 


ENTER SELECTION » 

Options 2 through 7 are explained in more detail below 

2) Upload from Field Star: 

In the Field Star, sample data is stored in binary format, along with header and subheader 

information. The uploading process preserves this fonnat and transfers the entire contents 

of the Field Star's memory to a binary file in the current directory of the PC. The extension 

.RA W is appended to the data file to indicate that this is raw data. The.RAW file serves as 

an archive record of a data logging session and is not altered by subsequent conversion 

~. , 
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routines. To upload data resident in the Field Star from within the menu program FS1000, 

choose option (2) "Upload from Field Star" . 

The screen will display the message: 

CHOOSE FILENAME TO RECEIVE RAW DATA FROM FIELD STAR 

(extension .RAW automatically appended) 

Filename = 


Type in the filename, without an extension, followed by a carriage return. This will cause 

a file to be created with the name "filename.RA W". The program will then ask for a file 

description. Type this in, followed by a carriage return. The program will then ask for the 

COM-port to be used for the transfer. Select the COM-port, followed by a carriage return. 

The PC is now ready to upload data. Make sure the cable is connected to the Field Star and 

that the Field Star unit is in the UPLOAD DATA mode (see "Uploading Data to a PC: Option 

3) UPLOAD DATA" in the Data Sampling section of this manual). Press ENTER on the 

Field Star keypad to begin the data transfer. After successful completion of the transfer, the 

following message will appear: 

UPLOAD COMPLETE, PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE 

Press the space bar to return to the main menu. 

If the transfer was unsuccessful, an error message will appear, with the prompt to try again. 

3) Make a working file from an upload file: 

The .RA W file contains the entire contents of a data logging session in binary format For 

subsequent data analysis or output, an intermediate binary file must be created containing 

the same information in a more usable format. This intermediate file is given the extension 

.DAT and is used for all further operations. To make such a working file, enter option (3) 

from the PC menu screen. The message will appear. 

ENTER FILENAME WITHOUT EXTENSION 

(extension automatically appended) 

Filename = 
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Enter the filename of the .RA W data file, followed by a carriage return. The ftle 

"filename.DAT" will be created, and the program will return to the menu screen. If the ftle 

"filename. OAT" already exists, an error message will be generated and the option to try again 

(YIN) is presented. If you wish to re-convert data from the .RA W file you must first delete 

the old .DAT file while still in the DOS' command line. 

4) Select a working file: 

If a working file has just been created or has just been used for some function, it will remain 

selected until another working file is selected or until the pro~am is exited. 

To select a new working ftle, choose option (4). The screen will display the message: 

ENTER FILE NAME WITHOUT EXTENSION 
(extension automatically appended) 
Filename = 

Type in the file name of the working file to be used, without an extension, followed by a 

carriage return . 

. The new file will now be selected. 

The program then returns to the main menu with the current working file at the top of the 

screen. 

If no such working file exists, the following message will appear: 

Warning: filename.DAT does not exist. 
An existing file is required 
Try Again? (YIN»> 

A working file must then be created. Press the space bar to return to the main menu and 

select option (3) "Make a working file from an upload file". 
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Printing: 

After the data has been uploaded and a "working" file has been created. either an ASCn file 

for printing or an ASCII file for export to an external graphics routine can be made from the 

.OATfile. 

There are two methods to create an ASCII print file: 

1) a print file can be created from the entire .OAT file which may contain any 
number ofdata blocks (records) 

2) a separate file can be created for each record, with each file having the main 
header information. 

When a print file is created for the whole filename.OAT file, the new file will have the name 

filename.TXT. If a print file is created from a single record, the file will be created as 

"filename.n", where Itnlt is the record number chosen. 

Plotting files for export must be created individually for each record. They will be created 

with the name filename.n, where "nit is the record number. This is the same format as for a 

print file and will overwrite an existing file. The ASCII files can, however, be recreated at 

any time from the .OAT file. 

With these functions, data can be taken from the Field Star and converted to ASCII files for 

printout and export. The data is left in the archive file (filename.RA W) for compact storage 

so that after export or printing, the large ASCII files can be cleaned out. 

GMake an external plot file for a single record: 

An external plot file is required for export to a plotting routine (e.g. Surfer™, Supercalc™, 

Lotus™, etc.). 

The external plotting file is an ASCII file and depending on the type of data file, the export 

text file containing only the sample data, without the header information, will have one of 

the the following formats: 
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Timed Data: 

Point # I Event # I Resultant I Bx I By I Bz I Timel 


Distance Data: 


Point # I Event # I Resultant I Bx I By I Bz I x I 
Map Data: 

Point # I Turn # I Resultant I Bx I By I Bz I x I y I 
Spot Data: 

Point # I Event # I Resultant I Bx I By I Bz I 
The data fields are separated by spaces. This is the same format as the print file, but with no 

header information. To make an ext~rnal plot file from the .DAT file, a working file must 

first be selected. (If the .DA T file was created during this session it will remain selected until 

exiting the program or until another working file is selected). 

Afterselecting a working file (without an extension), an external plot file can be created by 

selecting option (5). The screen will display the message: 

Enter record number (must be in the range 1 to #) 

where # is the last record number contained in the .DA T file. Enter'the number followed by 

a carriage return. This causes the file to be created. The program then returns to the main 

menu. 

The external plotting file will have the same name as the .RA W file, with the record number 

added as the extension; This is the same naming system as for a single-record print fIle 

(option (6), discussed below) and will overwrite any existing single-record print fIle for that 

record. A new single-record print file can, however, be created at any time from the .DA T 

file. 

6) Make a print file for a single record: 

To make a print file for a single record after a working file has been selected, select option 

(6). 
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The screen will display the message: 

ENTER RECORD NUMBER 
(must be in the range 1 to #»» 

where # is the last record number contained in the .DAT file. Enter the number, followed 

by a carriage return. This causes the file to be created. 

The file will have the same name as the .RA W file, with the record number added as the 

extension. This is the same naming system as for the export file, option (5). A newly-created 

print file for a single record will overwrite any existing export me for that record. A new 

export file can, however, be created at any time from the .DAT me. 

The program then returns to the main menu. 

7) Make a print file for all records: 

To make a print file from the entire .RA W file containing all of the records, select option (7). 

This causes the file to be created. No further information will be requested The file will 

have the same name as the .RA W file, with the extension .TXT. 

The program then returns to the main menu. 
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Introduction 

The Field Star Graphics Package is a complete data management and graphics software package. 

The data management functions include: uploading data from the Field Star, data conversion, 

export function for ASCII files and complete directory function with detailed information 

available on each file to aid in file selection. The data presentation functions provide graphics 

capabilities for presentation of all Field Star data types. Map data can be displayed in any of 

eight unique formats. Map path and turn corrections can be made on screen. Floor plans and 

text can be added to any type of data set using the on screen annotation function. Full scaling 

function to "zoom" in on any portion of data record. Full statistics function calculates relevant 

statistics for complete data record or any subset ofthe data. Selection ofoutput device to produce 

high quality hard copies. The array of options available has been organized into an easy to use 

system of menus selectable from the menu bar. 

NOTE: The speed of the host CPU will determine the speed of the plotting routines. When 

processing large data files, the response time can be relatively long on slow machines. Although 

all routines can be run from a floppy disk, the response time will be significantly shorter if a 

hard disk is used. Furthermore, the storage space on a floppy disk may not be sufficient to run 

large data files., 

Included on the distribution disk is the non-graphics utilities program FS 1000 for uploading and 

converting Field Star data. This program is not copied to the hard disk and is only necessary if 

graphics capabilities are not available. If non-graphics software is desired it can be copied to 

the hard disk by copying the files FS l000.EXE and FS 1 OOO.HLP. 

Installation 

The software, including device drivers and the installation program, comes on both 31/2" and 

5 1/4" high-density media (or, if requested, low density media). 

Hardware required for this software is at least 512k RAM, 2 drives (either floppy or hard disk) 

and a graphics monitor, a mouse is optionaL 
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The installation program provided with the software will automatically copy all of the necessary 

ftles, drivers, and programs to a chosen directory on a specified hard drive. The configuration 

ftle is created in the directory chosen by the user. This directory is where the dataftles will be 

created as well (unless otherwise specified at uploading time). The device drivers, 

customization files and help ftles are copied to a subdirectory FSTAR. 

The install program is also copied to the working directory and can be run to change the 

configuration file eGI.CFG. The install program when run from the working directory will not 

ask for a drive designation and will not create the file eOPYIT. If a new device is selected the 

driver must be copied manually to the FSTAR directory or the install program can be run again 

from the distribution disk (see below). 

Running the Installation Program 

To run the installation program, insert the distribution disk into the disk drive and move to that 

drive (by typing the drive letter followed by a colon:). 

From the installation disk, type "install" to start execution of the install procedure. The program 

will ask for the drive and directory to which the graphics software is to be installed. Each of 

the configuration options will be presented with the possible choices. There are five categories 

of device drivers that can be installed: Display. Printer. Mouse, Plotter, Metafile. Each device 

category contains one or more choices for device driver. 

Display device drivers include: monochrome. EGA, VGA and speciality displays. mM eGA 

displays can only be run as monochrome devices due to the poor resolution in the color mode. 

Ifa display will not run as first loaded reinstall it as another more generic device by running the 

install program and eOPYIT with a new configuration. Forexample many displays are capable 

of running in a number of formats (e.g. a VGA display can be run as an IBM monochrome, or 

an EGA) . 

. The printer drivers available cover a broad range of printers. As with display devices if the 

desired device drive does not appear in the device list check the emulation modes on the printer 

and reinstall it. (See Appendix A for a list of supported printers.) 
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The mouse drivers available for Microsoft or PS/2 mice all require the software supplied with 

the mouse by the manufacturer to be installed and running before executing the Field Star 

program. 

A pen plotter can be installed along with a printer. The plotter must use HP format and the 

default port is COMl. 

The Metafile choices are DXF (drawing interchange file) and COM (computer graphics 

metafile). Depending on the capabilities of the graphics program to which the Field Star graphs 

are to be exported one of the above metafile drivers can be loaded. 

If the desired device does not appear on the list check to see if the device will emulate one of 

the devices listed. A driver need not be chosen for each category. Choosing a zero in a category 

will cause no driver of that type to be loaded. 

After all of the device selections have been made the install program then creates a file named 

COL CFO which contains the set -up information for the chosen devices (display, mouse, printer, 

etc.). This is the configuration file and is copied to the specified drive and directory. 

The file COPYIT.BAT is also created and written to the drive and directory specified. The 

procedure for copying all of the necessary files from the distribution disk to the proper directory 

is as follows: 

. Upon completion the install program will change the current directory to be the subdirectory 

FSTAR (automatically created as a subdirectory to the above entered directory on the drive 

specified). From this directory type COPYIT on the DOS command line. The COPYIT batch 

me will then copy all of the necessary files to these two directories. All of the device drivers 

will be copied to the FSTAR directory. (Note: only the selected drivers will be copied iflater 

another driver is desired the install program can be run again from the distribution disk). The 

directory entered as the main directory will contain the COl.CFO and the FSOP.BAT files. If 

these directories do not exist, they will be created. 

If installing the software from 360K distribution media the COPYIT batch me may not find all 

of the device drivers on one distribution disk and may generate the message "FILE NOT 
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FOUND". To copy the necessary files, simply run the batch file again with each of the 

distribution disks. After running COPYIT for each of the distribution disks, return to the 

directory entered above, as the working directory by typing "CD .. ". 

Customizing FSGP 

The Field Star graphics program will automatically customize itself for the computer on which 

it is installed. The program uses the DOS country code for the keyboard to determine the proper 

units to use and the format for displaying the date. For all country codes other than the U.S. 

the units will be metric (i.e. the microTessla (uT) is used for magnetic field strength and the 

meter is used for distance). The specific date fonnat varies from country to country and follows 

the DOS fonnat. If, after running the program on an uploaded file (or a demo me shipped with 

the software), the date format or the units are not the desired ones the default settings can be 

overridden using the customization file (see Appendix B for complete description of the 

customization file). 

NOTE: The date format can be changed at anytime, however, changing the distance and field 

units after files have been annotated (see Annotation) will cause annotation items (text or 

polygons) to be shifted. 

Running FSGP " 

From the working directory where the batch file FSGP resides, type "FSGP" to begin execution 

of the graphics program resident in the subdirectory FSTAR. After the fIrst screen, the display 

screen will switch to graphics mode. Across the top of the screen will appear the "main menu 

bar" where the available options will be displayed. 

Selecting Menu Options 

The procedure for selecting menu options is slightly different for mouse systems and non·mouse 

systems. For mouse systems options are selected by "clicking" on the option box. Clicking off 

the option box or an "ESC" will close a dialogue box. In a non-mouse system, either type the 

key letter in the option box or move the cursor to the box and press ENTER to open the dialogue 
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box, where further options may be presented. If there are choices, they can be selected in the 

same manner. 

If input is required, a highlighted field will appear in the dialogue box with a blinking cursor. 

After the information has been input, a carriage return will enter it. A second carriage return is 

necessary to close the dialogue box and return to the main menu. If the wrong box has been 

opened, the ESCAPE key will close it. Mouse clicks function as a carriage return, and can be 

used wherever a carriage return is used in this manual. 

Main Menu Screen 

Uploading data, file management and plot type selections are made from the main menu. To 

plot or upload a new file the program must first be returned to the main menu. Across the top 

of the screen the main menu options are: 

Help 

Upload 

Files 

Plotting 

Quit 


Each option has a short help screen to explain briefly how it functions. 

Uploading Data from the Field Star 

Selecting the "Upload" option will cause a new menu bar to appear with the following options: 

Help 

Filename 

Begin Upload 

Return 


The first option that must be selected is "Filename". After selection, a data entry box for the 

filename will appear. Type in the filename without an extension (any legal DOS path can 

be used). The extension .RA W will be automatically appended to the filename entered, to 

indicate that this file contains the raw uploaded data from this session. 
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The first carriage return will accept the filename entered. A data entry box for a me 

description will then appear, up to 64 characters can be used as a fIle description. A carriage 

return will close the dialogue box. 

To start the upload process, select the option "Begin Upload". A dialogue box to select the 

COM-port will appear. After choosing the COM-port, the upload program is ready for data 

from the Field Star unit. Make sure the Field Star communications cable is connected (Use 

only the upload cable supplied with the Field Star unit.) and that the Field Star is in the proper 

mode (see "Uploading Data to a PC: Option 3) UPLOAD DATA It in the Field Star Operations 

Manual). Press ENTER on the Field Star keypad to begin uploading. 

After the uploading process is completed, a message will appear on the PC screen and on the 

Field Star display, indicating the upload was successful. (If the upload was unsuccessful, an 
error message will appear and the program will return to the "upload menu bar" to retry.) 

NOTE: A full memory of 128k will take approximately 3-4 minutes to upload. 

If no other devices are to be uploaded or after the last unit is uploaded return to the main 


menu by selecting the "Return" option. 


Working with Files 


Selecting the "Files" option will cause a new menu bar to appear with the following options: 


Help 

make Working file from raw upload data 

Select working file for plotting or printing 

Erase working file (File is deleted!) 

File directory & info 

Viewdata 

export data to Printer 

export data to Disk 

Import data from disk 
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Creating Working Files 

After the data file has been uploaded, a working file must be created from the .RA W flle. 

Todo so, open the "Files" option and select the option "make Working file from raw upload 

data". A dialogue box will open with a data entry fleld for the file name. If a fIle has 

already been selected, or previously uploaded, its fIle name will show up in the data entry 

fleld. A carriage return will enter it. Ifno file has been selected, or if the one that appears 

is not the desired file, the flle name must be entered, followed by a carriage return. If a 

blank space is entered or the flle name left blank and a carriage return is entered this will 

cause the "File directory and info." function to be activated (see below). A flle chosen 

from the directory will be selected automatically for creation of a working file. 

After the file name has been entered, the following message will appear: 

"creating file please wait" 

The working file created will automatically have the extension .DA T. Once a working 

me has been created, it remains selected until another working file is selected or the 

program is exited. If a working flle already exists a warning message will appear and the 

file will be overwritten by typing "Y". 

If an over-range condition exists in the data the following warning message will appear: 

WARNING MESSAGE 

Overrange condition in Record #xxxx 

Excessive field values limited to maximum 


Selecting a File for Plotting or Printing 

If a working file has just been created or has just been used for some function, itwill remain 

selected until another working file is selected. 

To select a new working file, select the option "Select working me for plotting or printing". 

A dialogue box will open with a data entry fleld for the me name. If a me has just been 

created or just used, its name will appear in the data entry fleld. Press lIenter" to continue 

working with that me. If the data entry fleld is blank or if the me that appears is not the 
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desired file, the fIle name must be entered, followed by a carriage return. The space bar 

will clear the data entry line, a subsequent carriage return will open the directory function 

(see below). A fIle chosen from the list will be automatically selected. 

Erasing a Working File 

Ifa working fIle has been corrupted or changed accidentally it can be deleted from within 

the graphics mode using the "Erase working fIle" option. When the "Erase working file" 

option is selected, a dialogue box will open and indicate that the· file was deleted. This 

option will delete only the .DAT file that has been selected as the working fIle. A new 

.DAT file can be created as above. 

File Directory and Information 

If entered through either the "make working file" or "select working file" option the 

directory will list only the files of the appropriate type (i.e. either .RA W or .DAT files). 

If entered through the "File directory and info" option files of both type will be listed 

starting with the .RA W files. 

After entering a blank or a directory path (e.g. \directory\ NOTE: the final back-slash must 

be present to indicate a directory) the following dialogue box will open: 

Select file from list 

(Esc to quit) 

A- filename. EXT 


J- filename. EXT 

Z Display more files 


If more files are available they can be displayed by typing "Z" or "clicking" on the last 

line. A file can be selected by "clicking" on it or by entering the letter appearing to the 

left of it. After the file has been selected the following message will appear: 
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You have selected filename.EXT 

Display information on file NO 


The default is "NO" to display further infonnation on the file enter "Y". Ifa .DAT file has 

been chosen the following infonnation will appear in the infonnation box: 

Information for file filename.EXTwith Serial # xxxx 

Contains xx Records 

File ID: xxxxx 

Record time Pts mode 10 

x xx:xxx xxfxxfxxxx xxx xxx xxx ..... . 

(Record modi'fied) 


Showing the name of the file selected, the serial number of the Field Star unit used to 

collect the data. the total number of records in the file and the file ID followed by a 

description of each of the records. Listed for each record is the record number followed 

by the time and date the record was created, the number of points in the record, the type 

ofdata and the record ID. If the origin has been rescaled or a turn changed the designation: 

"(Record modified)" will appear below the modified record. 

If a .RA W file had been selected only the file header infonnation can be displayed. The 

file header infonnation contains only the following: 

Information for the file filename.RAWwith serial # xxx xx 
Contains xx Records 
File 10: xxxxx 

ViewData 


To view the contents of a working file in text fonnat use the "View Data" option. After 


selection the input box for the record number will open .. The default record number is "1" 


after entering the record number the menu bar will change to: 


First Point I Page Up IPage Down I New Record I Print I Return 

The first page of data will be automatically displayed beginning with the record header 

infonnation containing: the record number, the number ofdata points. the type of data. 

and the time and date the data was taken followed by the record ID and a message indicating 
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the record has been modified if applicable. The data will be listed in columns with a 

column header. To move up or down in the data record use either the menu bar or the 

capital letter from the command. The data can be scrolled through a page at a time, or 

data can be listed beginning with a specific point. 

At any time a new record from within the same file can be viewed without returning to the 

main menu using the "New Record" function. To print the data use the "Print" function. 

Selecting "Print" will cause the following option box to open: 

Select range of data points 

Maximum is x to xxxx 

First item = xxxx 

Last item = xxx x 


The number appearing for the first'item and last item will be the point numbers for the fITst 

and last items on the screen. They can be changed to any numbers within the allowed 

range. The data will be sent to the printer as text. 

Exporting Data to Printer 

To export data to a printer without fITst viewing it use the "Export data to printer" function. 

After selection the following option box will open: 

Single record with headers 

All records with headers 

Header information only (all records) 


To print the data in a single record or in all records with record headers use the options 

"Single record" or "All records with headers". To print only the file and record header 

infonnation use "Header infonnation only" this is the same information available through 

the "Directory and file info" function. 

Exporting Data to Disk 

To export data files to an ASCII file use the option "Exporting Data to Disk" this will open 

the option box: 
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Single record with header 

All records with headers 

Header info'rmation only (all records) 

Export record for processing (header & data separated) 


For an ASCII file with header information included, use either the "Single record" option 

or the "All records" option. This will create an ASCII fIle containing the header 

information and the field data from the selected records (either one or all). If "Single 

record" had been selected the file created will have the same root name as the working file 

with the record number added as the extension (e.g.filename.#). For "All records" the fIle 

created will have the same root name as the working file and the extension of .TXT. (Note: 

Converting a full 128K byte .RA W file to an ASCII file will require approximately 1.3 

Mbytes of disk space. Together with the .RA W file and the .DA T file, the required space 

is approximately 2 Mbytes.) 

Ifonly the header information is desired choose "Header information only". 

For export to an other graphics program or for processing data using another program an 

ASCII file can be created stripped of all header information. Export data of this type must 

be created one record at a time. To produce an export file, select the "Export data for 

processing" option. This will cause the data contained in the selected record from the 

working file to be written to an ASCII file without a header and the header information to 

be exported to a header file. The data file will have the name filename.T# and the header 

information will be exported to a filefilename.H#. Where "filename" is the root name for 

the working file and "#" is the record number. This is the same naming system as for the 

ASCII text file with header information and will overwrite previously created files. A new 

text file can, however, be created at any time. 

After selecting the record number, a dialogue box will open to enter the data point range 

to be exported (the default is the entire record). The following message will appear: 

making filename.T# and filename.H# 

If the file already exists the following message will appear: 
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filename.T# already exists do you want to overwrite it? YES 

The default is yes. 

Data Export Format 

Depending on the type ofdata file, the export text file containing only the sample data, 

without the header information, will have one of the the following formats: 

. Timed Data: 

Point # I Event #, Resultant I Bx I By I Bz I Time, 


Distance Data: 

. 


Point # I Event # , Resultant , Bx , By I Bz , x I 


Map Data: 

Point # I Turn # I Resultant , Bx I By I Bz I x I y I 

Spot Data: 


Point #1 Event #, Resultant I Bx I By , Bz , 

Data fields are separated by spaces. 

Import Data from Disk 

A Field Star data file can be exported, processed and imported again or external data files 

in Field Star format can be imported into the graphics program. To accomplish this both 

a data file and a header file in the above formats must be present 

To import a data file select "Import data from disk" under the "Files" inenu heading. A 

dialogue box will open to input the header file name. Type in the name of the header file. 

If a blank is entered or a directory followed by a back-slash '\" a directory of all possible 

files will open. The correct file can then be chosen from the list by I!clicking" or entering 

the letter to the left. 
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The header file has two parts the first part is infonnation identifying the Field Star unit 

that collected the data, its resolution etc. and the date and time the data was collected. This 

part should not be altered as it contains necessary infonnation for importing the data. The 

second part of the header file contains the file ID, the record ID and infonnation on the # 

ofdata points and the x and y offset of the origin. This portion of the header can be altered 

without effecting the importation of the data. 

Next a dialogue box will open to enter the data file name. The suggested file name, 

,following the export naming convention, will appear in the data entry field. To select the 

name press "enter". A "blank" will open the directory. A file can then be selected asabove. 

After entering the Header and Data files names to be imported, the data file name to be 

created is entered in the next dialogue box. Enter the file name without the extention, the 

.DAT extention will automatically be appended. 

Plotting Data 

To plot data a working file must first be selected (see above). The type of plot will be selected 

from the "Plotting" list. Selecting "Plotting" will list the types of plots available, they are: 

Data plot 

Profile plot 

Hatch plot 

Star plot 

Fill plot 

Contour plot 

Band plot 

Edged band plot 

Map plot 


Examples of each of these plots are presented in the Appendix and are described below. 

After a plot type has been selected. a data entry box for the record number will open. The last 

record number selected, or, if none, the default of "1" will appear. The record number that 

appears can be selected with a carriage return, or a new number can be typed in, followed by a 

carriage return. A second carriage return will close the dialogue box. 
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The plotting function menu bar will then appear. The functions available under each of the 

headings are listed below. For a complete description of each function see "plotting function 

menu bar" below. 

Data Plot 

"Data plot" is a histogram of the field values versus data point number. Each data point is 

represented by a vertical line the height of which corresponds to the field strength. Only one 

of the four possible field values can be plotted at a time. The default is the resultant but any 

of the vector components can be chosen. The vector component chosen, the type of data and 

the sampling infonnation are displayed across the bottom of the plot. This type of plot can 

be used for all data types. It is the only plot that can be used for. "Spot reading" data. 

The scaling functions available for Data plots are: select Data point range, X axis scaling, Y 

axis scaling. 

Further functions available, under "options", for Data plots are: select Record, Annotation, 

select Variables, Display events, Use color (an option only if color drivers are loaded). 

Profile Plot 

The "Profile plot" isaplotoffield values versus the sampling interval (either seconds, minutes 

or feet), The sc.a1ing functions available for Profile plots are: select Data point range, X axis 

scaling. Y axis scaling. 

Further functions available, under "options", for Profile plots are: select Record. Annotation. 

Enable statistics, select Variables, find closest Point, Display event. select new Origin, Use 

color (an option only if color drivers are loaded). 

Two-Dimensional Plotting 

Two-dimensional plotting options combine the mapping data and the field data. These plot types 

can be used with map data only: 
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Hatch plot 

Star plot 

Fill plot 

Contour plot 

Band plot 

Edged band plot 


Hatch and Star Plots 

The Hatch and Star plots translate the measured field values at each point into a scaled symbol 

along the path. The Hatch and Star plots are the most direct representation of the field values 

along the mapping path. There are four ranges of field values that can be identified using 

either star or cross hatches of different size and color at each sampled point. For Hatch and 

Star plots the scaling functions available are: select Data point range, X axis scaling, Y axis 

scaling, Resultant scaling. 

Further functions available, under "options", for Hatch or Star plots are: select Record, 

Annotation, Enable statistics, select Variables, Display events, find closest Point, 

Superimpose path, use Color (an option only when color monitor or printer drivers are 

loaded). 

Fill Plot 

The Fill plot provides a space filling representation of the field data, showing four levels of 

field values. A grid is super imposed on the data and each grid square is assigned a color or 

pattern based on the data values contained in it. For Fill plots the scaling functions available 

are: select Data point range, X axis scaling, Y axis scaling, Resultant scaling, Grid scaling. 

Further functions available, under "options", for Fill plots are: select Record, Annotation, 

Enable statistics, select Variables, Display events, find closest Point, Superimpose path, use 

Color (an option only when color monitor or printer drivers are loaded). 

Contour Plot 

For Contour plots the field values are assigned to each grid square as described for fill plots 

above. The contour levels are then calculated within each grid square. Each contour is then 
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assigned a distinct line type showing up to four field levels. The contours are recalculated 

each time the data is plotted maximizing the resolution for each section of the map plotted. 

The scaling functions available for Contour plots are: select Data point range, X axis scaling, 

Y axis scaling, Resultant scaling, Grid scaling. 

Further functions available, under "options", for Contour plots are: select Record, 

Annotation, Enable statistics, select Variables, Display events, fmd closest Point, 

Superimpose path, use Color (an option only when color monitor or printer drivers are 

loaded). 

Band Plot and Edged Band Plot: 

The Band and Edged band plots are similar to the Contour plot above, however, because the 

contours are filled with unique patterns or colors, up to eight distinct levels can be specified. 

The scaling functions available for Band plots and Edged band plots are: select Data point 

range. X axis scaling, Y axis scaling, Resultant scaling, Grid scaling. 

Further options are: select Record, Annotation, Enable statistics, select Variables, Display 

events, fmd closest Point, Superimpose path, use Color (an option only when color monitor 

or printer drivers are loaded). 

Map Plot 

The Map plot is a map of the mapping route only and can be used to correct turn mistakes if 

the wrong arrow key was pressed during data collection. This plot can be created only for 

map data. 

The scaling functions available for Map plots are: select Data point range, X axis scaling, Y 

axis scaling. 

Further functions available, under "options", for Map plotting are: select Record, Annotation. 

Display events. Change turn. Insert turn, set new Origin, adjust Path. 
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Plotting Function Menu Bar 

The plot type must first be selected and the record number entered (the default record number 

is 1). After entering these selections the menu bar will change to the plotting function menu 

bar: 

Help 

Scaling 

Option 

Go 

Return 


The headings are the same for all types of plots. The available functions under each of the 

headings will be different depending on the plot type. 

Scaling 

The "Scaling" option is used to re-scale the plot or to set threshold values for fill symbols or 

contours or to adjust the grid size for spacial averaging. The following are the available 

options under scaling: 

select Data point range 

X axis scaling 

Y axis scaling 

Resultant scaling 

Grid scaling 


Not all of the above functions are available for all of the plot types. If they do not appear 

under the scaling heading they are not applicable to the current plot type. 

Selecting a Data Point Range 

To plot only a portion of the profile, open the data entry box "select Data point range". 

The two endpoints of the section of profile that is of interest can then be entered. Only 

data points between the two endpoints chosen will be plotted using the existing x and y 

scaling. This function is available for all types of plots. 
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X or Y Axis Scaling 

The x and y axes can be scaled to cover a specific range. Each axis must be scaled 

separately. The range of the x axis or the y axis can be specified either by picking the end 

points with the cursor or by entering the values in the data entry fields. 

Axis Scaling for Distance Data 

For distance data the procedure for rescaling the X or Y axis is the same. To open the 

data entry box type X or Y from within the "Scaling" option in the Plotting Menu Bar. 

The following will appear on the screen: 

SCALING FOR X AXIS 

Manual scaling = JiQ 

Pick endpoints with cursor = .t:lQ 

Left value =xxxx 

Right value = ~ 


Esthetic adjustments = YES 

number of Intervals =~ 


If "Manual scaling" is left off the remainder of the data entry box will be sldpped. 

Turning on "Manual scaling" will enable the "Pick endpoints with cursor" option, if 

"YES" is chosen the screen will return to the plot and the menu bar will change to: 

Pick Left Edge with Cursor P xxxx I XXXX 

Showing the coordinates of the cursor (in Plot coordinates) in the upper right comer. 

Move the cursor to the left edge of the desired data range and select it. The Menu Bar 

will change to: 

Pick Right Edge with Cursor P xxxx I XXXX 

Move the cursor to the right edge of the desired data range and select it. The data entry 

box for axis scaling will again open with the selected endpoints displayed in the data 

entry fields for the left and right endpoints. If these values are not the desired values 

the correct ones can be entered, otherwise a carriage return or mouse click will enter 

them. The cursor will then highlight the "Esthetic adjustments" option with the default 

of "yes". If this option is left on the plotting algorithm will automatically choose the 
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endpoints to include the next larger rational number. If "Esthetic adjustments" is left 

on the "numberofIntervals" is also selected by the plotting routine and cannot be entered 

manually. If "esthetic adjustments" is turned off the endpoints of the plot will be exactly 

as entered. The "number ofIntervals" will be highlighted for entry to specify the number 

of tick marks. 

After the final entry is made a carriage return will close the data entry box. Typing the 

letter of the remaining axis will open the "Axis Scaling" data entry box to begin scaling 

for that axis. Clicking off the option box or an "escape" key will close the "Scaling" 

option. Use nGG" to replot the data. 

Axis Scaling for Timed Data 

For timed data the automatic scaling routine optimizes the plotting units for the x axis 

(time axis) to provide the clearest presentation for the data set plotted. To accomplish 

this, the time units used for plotting are chosen so that over the full data interval at least 

four full units appear on the time axis. The data is plotted in relative time beginning 

with the first measured point at zero. To change the x axis scaling, select "X axis scaling" 

under "Scaling" in the Plotting Menu Bar. The data entry box will open with the 

following message: 

SCALING FOR X AXIS 

Time units (S.M.H.D) =xxxxxx 

Use time and date =N.Q 

Manual scaling =N.Q 

Pick endpoints with cursor = N.Q 

Enter endpoint values in xxxxxx 

Endpoint measured relative to HH:MM MM/DDIYY 

Left value = xx 

Right value = xx 

Esthetic adjustments =YE.S 

number of Intervals = M 


The time units can be entered manually as: Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days(entering 

the first letter of a unit will select it). If "Use time and date" is not turned on the time 
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remains in relative units. If a plotting unit is manually selected that is larger than the 

default, the axis will be labeled in fractional units (e.g. 0,0.5,1.0.1.5 ... Days). 

Manual scaling procedes as for distance data, if the "Use time and date" has not been 

selected. Time units and offsets are measured relative to the first sample point and the 

left and right endpoints are input exactly as they appear on the plot. As for distance data 

"Esthetic adjustments" will automatically choose the number of intervals and adjust the 

endpoints to produce rational tick marks. 

Selecting "Use time and date" causes the time axis to be plotted in real time using the 

24-hour system. If the segment ofdata plotted spans more than four days or if the "Time 

unit" is "Days", using the time and date will cause the date to appear below the time of 

day label. The origin of the time axis will automatically be the last whole "Time unit" 

preceding the start time for the data collection. This reference "Time and date" are 

displayed on the line: "Endpoints measured relative to ... ". The left and right offsets then 

become relative offsets from this reference. 

The choice of "Time units" will, in combination with the use of time and date, effect 

the origin of the time axis. For example: for a data collection session beginning at 8: 14 

and ending at 13:48, the default time unit will be "Hours" and the starting reference time 

will be the start time of the data collection session given in hours and minutes. When 

"Use time and date" is turned on; the reference time will be truncated to 8:00 and the 

plot will start at 8:00. Selecting "Days" as the "Time unit" will change the reference 

time to 0:00 and selecting "Minutes" as the "Time unit" will change the reference time 

and the starting time for the plot to 8:14. 

Selecting the endpoints using the cursor will also be effected by the "U se time and date" 

and the "Time units" selections as above. 

Resultant Scaling: Setting the Ranges for the Field Strength Intervals 

Depending on the type ofplot up to eight levels offield strength can be shown on the 2-D 

plot. Unless set manually. the threshold for each of the symbols or contours will 
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automatically be set at square root spaced intervals over the full range of field values 

measured. There are four levels available for the Hatch, Star, Fill and Contour plots and 

eight levels available for the Band and Edged band plots. To set the field values for the 

symbols manually or, to change the number of intervals, choose the option "Resultant 

scaling". This option will open the data entry box: 

number of ranges (1-8 are available depending on plot type) 
manual selection (yes or no) 
Base values of range (up to 4 or 8 can be specified) 
Value #1 =xxxx 
Value #2= XXXX 

Value #3= XXXX 

Value #4= XXXX 

Indicate the number of levels desired and, if manual selection is desired, choose manual 

selection and enter the new threshold value for each level. For automatic level selection 

leave manual selection as "NO" and allow the program to select the levels. 

To view the re-scaled plot, select "Go". The entire plot will be re-plotted using the new 

values. 

Grid Scaling: Adjusting the Resolution of the Grid 

The 2-D graphics software optimizes the plot resolution for the sampling interval used to 

collect the data. The resolution is optimized by setting the grid size to be three times the 

sampling interval used to collect the data. For a mapping path with traverses spaced at 

(2-3 times the sampling interval this grid spacing insures that at least two data points lie 

in each grid square. (If the plot is rescaled the grid spacing is recalculated to keep the 

number ofdata points per grid square constant.) 

The field values are then super imposed on the grid and smoothed using a multi pass spatial 

averaging technique. First the field values along the mapping path are transferred to a 

uniform grid (in the case of multiple field values in one grid square the maximum value 

is assigned to the square). Next, values are calculated for neighboring grid squares using 

the spatial average of the 8 adjoining squares. This smoothing process is repeated up to 3 
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times propagating the field values outward from the map path. The default values for the 

number of smoothing passes is 2. 

Note on smoothing: All smoothing techniques are approximations. Whatever method is 

used the accuracy ofthe calculated field values (contours) will be dependent on the number 

and the density of the measured data points. 

If the automatic grid scaling does not provide the desired resolution, the grid can be 

adjusted manually. Under Grid scaling the following options are available: 

Grid squares in long direction xxxx 

Number of smoothing passes xxxx 


The number of grid squares in the long .direction can be changed from a minimum of 10 

to a maximum of 50. Increasing the number of grid squares will only increase the 

resolution of the plot to the maximum resolution of the collected data. The maximum 

resolution obtainable for a 2-D plot is determined by the number and distribution of data 

points in the original data file. (See Mapping in the Field Star users manual.). If the grid 

is adjusted manually the grid will not be rescaled if the plot is rescaled. 

Options 

The options available vary depending on the type of plot chosen. The possible options are: 

select Record 
Annotation 
Enable statistics (not available for map plot)) 
select Variables 
find closest Point (not available for map plot) 
Display event 
select new Origin (available for profile only) 
Superimpose path (available for 2-D plots only) 
Change turn (available for map only) 
Insert turn (available for map only) 
Set new origin (available for map only) 
Adjust path (available for map only) 
use Color 
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Selecting a New Record 

While in the plotting mode, the "select Record" option allows a new record to be selected 

for plotting without returning to the main menu. The plot type remains the same, therefore, 

plotting data of an incompatible type will result in an error message. 

Annotation (Initializing the Annotation Function): 


The annotation function allows text or graphics elements to be added to any type of plot. 


After selecting the annotation option and choosing "yes" to initialize, the dialogue box for 

the annotation file name will open. The default of filename.A# will appear on the data 

entry line. Where "filename" is the root file name for the data file and n#" is the number 

of the current open record. The "A" signifies an annotation file and will be automatically 

added. This naming convention allows for records up to 99 to be uniquely named. Any 

other name can be entered, however, it will have to be entered each time the annotation 

function is initialized for this file. If a record is replotted using another plot type , 

annotation items will remain in the fonnat they were created in. To create an annotation 

file for the new plot while saving the old file, enter a new file name when reinitializing the 

annotation function for the second plot. 

If the 'named annotation file does not exist a message will appear asking if it should be 

created. If this message appears unexpectedly enter "no," then recheck the name entered 

to be sure it is correct. If it is to be created the program will enter the "add new items" 

mode (see below). 

Add New Items 

If a new annotation file is created the add new items option will open, first new text 

items then polygon items will be accepted. This option can also be entered through 

"Add new items only" (see below). 

Adding Text Items 

The message "Add new text items to plot?" will appear first. The default of "no" will 

appear in the highlighted box typing a "yU will begin the text addition. The text entry 
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box will open. Type the desired text on the highlighted line. To produce multiple 

line text the character "I" will cause a new line to be started when the text item is 

output. 

A carriage return will close the text entry mode and the cursor will be replaced with 

the text item. The message: 

move text to desired location u/p xxxx • xxxx 

will appear across the top of the screen. Where u/p indicate the coordinate system 

used to place the text followed by the x and y location of the cursor (see below). 

Move the text to the desired location using the mouse or arrow keys. A carriage return 

fixes the location of the text. The following message will appear : 

Text item modified save change?" YES 

The default is "yes". 

Then the message: 

Add new text items to plot? NO 

will again appear, the default is "no". 

*Note on text placement: Text items contained entirely with in the clipping area of 

a plot at the time ofcreation (within the area of the contours or bands) will be located 

in "plot coordinates" (Le., location coordinates correspond to the axis labels of the 

plot). Text items located in this way are automatically scaled with the plot and will 

maintain their orientation relative to other plot coordinate elements when rescaled. 

If rescaling causes a portion of the text item to extend outside the clipping area the 

entire item will be clipped from the output. 

Text items located outside of the clipping area at the time of creation are located in 

"unit range coordinates" (URC) (Le., they are located relative to the output device 

plotting area and range from 0 to 1.0 for each axis) fixing the position on the screen 

or paper independent of the plot scaling. There will be no clipping of text items 
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located using VRC. Items located in VRC may change their location relative to plot 

features when output devices are changed. 


Adding Polygon Items 


After completion of text additions the message: 


Add new polygon items to plot? NQ 

will appear, the default is "no". Entering a "y" will begin the polygon addition. 

Across the top of the screen the menu bar will change to: 

Esc leaves polygon unchanged else choose first point U/P xxxx xxxx 

Where the "V" or "P" indicate the type of coordinate system used followed by the 

location of the cursor in the upper right hand corner. 

Move the cursor to the desired location of the fIrst corner point. An "ENTER" fIxes 

the point then move to the next point, after the second "ENTER" a line will connect 

the two points. Each successive "ENTER" fIxes a corner and draws a line connecting 

the last two corners until an "Esc" ends the polygon. The message: 

Polygon item changed save change? YES 

will appear, the default is "yes". The message: 

Add new polygon item to plot? NQ 

will then appear, the default is "no" ending the polygon addition session. A "yes" 

entry will start the polygon process again. 

*Note on polygon addition 

To obtain vertical and horizontal lines accurately it may be easier to use the arrow 

keys to position the cursor. This insures that only one axis is varied at a time resulting 

in clean 90 lines such as for floor plans. Alternating between the use of the mouse 

and arrow keys will cause the cursor to jump locations. 
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Using Previously Created Annotation Files 

If the named annotation file already exists a second menu will appear with the options: 

Use As Is 

New Annotation Items 

Edit Existing Items and Add New Items 

Add New Items Only 


Selection of any of these options will cause the selected plot to be output to the screen if 

it has not been plotted since the last option change. 

Annotation Without Changes (Use As Is) 


To simply replot the contents of the annotation file over top of the current plot without 


changes. choose "Use As Is." This option does not provide for additions or changes to 


existing annotation files. 


New Annotation Items (old items deleted) 

This option causes the entire contents of the annotation file to be deleted. Allowing new 

text and polygon items to be entered into the file of the same name without having to 

delete old items individually. 

Edit Existing Items and Add New Items 

To make changes to the contents of the annotation file select the edit option. This will 

open the menu: 

Edit Polygons only 

Edit Text only 

Edit Text and Polygons 


Select the desired annotation element to be edited. Each element of that type will then 

be presented in turn for editing. 
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Editing Polygons 

For polygon items the cursor will blink on the first point of each item. To skip that 

item type "Esc" at the first point. The cursor will move to the next item. 

To make changes to an item type "ENTER" this will move the cursor to the next point 

in the polygon. If this point is correct typing "ENTER" will leave it as it is and the 

cursor will move to the next point. When the cursor is on a point that should be 

moved, use the mouse or arrow keys to move the point to the proper location. An 

\tENTER" then fixes that point and moves the cursor to the next point. Sequentially 

move through the polygon changing each point as needed until the cursor no longer 

advances after a carriage return. Use "Esc" to move to the next item. If "ESC" is 

used before the last point in an existing polygon is edited, the remaining points will 

be deleted. 

After each item, where changes have been made, has been completed the message 

will appear "Polygon item modified save changes?" the default is "yes." The answer 

"yes" will then move to the next item. After closing the last item the message "Add 

new polygon items to plot?" will appear the default is "no" enter will end the polygon 

editing session returning the menu bar to the plotting menu bar. 

Editing Text 

For text items the text will appear in the text addition line across the top of the screen. 

Ifthe item is to be changed type over the text followed by a carriage return and position 

the new text as described below (see "adding text items"). Any item that is to remain 

unchanged can be skipped by using the "Esc" key. The next item will appear in the 

text entry line. The above can be repeated until all changes are made. 

After the last item has been edited the message: 

. Add new text items to plot liQ 

will appear, the default is "no" closing the editing session. 
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If both polygon and text editing is chosen, fIrst the polygons then the text will be 

edited. 

Add New Items Only 

Ifnew annotation items are to be added to a plot without changing existing items the "Add 

new items only" option should be used. Selecting "Add new items only" will fIrst accept 

new text items then polygon items. 

Enable Statistics: 

Enable statistics turns on the statistical functions. Available for all types of plots (except 

Data plots and Maps) are a full range of statistics: 

Peak 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
Median 
L5 
L95 
Exposure in mG Hours 

Each of the statistics can be individually turned on or off. The statistics selected are 

recalculated for each subset or segment of the data plotted. 

The peak and mean are simply the maximum B fIeld value measured and the arithmetic 

average of all the B field values respectively. The standard deviation is calculated using 

the formula: 

s=(!:(B_B)2/(N_I»1/2 

The median, L5 and L95 are calculated by first dividing the data set range into 1000 equal 

intervals or bins and then assigning each data point to a bin as the data is plotted. After 

the data has been assigned to bins the number of points in each of the bins is summed 

beginning at zero. When the total number of points in the sum reaches 5% of the total the 

mid-point of that bin is then L95 or the value of B above which the data is 95% of the time. 

Continuing the sum until 50% of the total is reached the mid-point of that bin is then the 
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median. When the sum reaches 95% of the total number of points in the data set the 


mid-point of this bin is then L5 or the level above which the measured B value is 5% of 


the time. 


The cumulative exposure can only be calculated for timed data and is the area under the 


field versus time curve. The exposure is presented in milligauss hours. 


All of the statistics are calculated for the first B field component chosen to be plotted on 


any given plot. This is useful if, for example, the exposure to a particular component is 


of interest. Simply choose that component and plot the data all statistics are then calculated 


on that component only. If all components and the resultant are chosen for display the 


resultant will be used to calculate the statistics. 


Selecting the Variables to be Plotted 


Choose "select Variables" to open the data entry box containing the possible variables: 


the resultant and the three orthogonal field vector components. The default is to plot ~e 


resultant only. 


Finding the Closest Point 

To identify the location ofa particular field reading (such as a particularly high or low 

value), or to display specific infonnation about a point of interest along a path, select the 

option "find closest Point". 

The following "overbar" message will then appear: 

"move cursor close to point". 

After this message appears, move the cursor to the area of interest and select. The dialogue 

box will open with the following message: 

Point #xxxx Event #xxxx Br xxx 

Bx xxx By xxx Bz xxx 

Profile location xxx Feet 


Type ENTER to close the box. 
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For map data the dialogue box will appear as follows: 

Point #xxxx Event#xxxx Br xxx 

Bx xxx By xxx Bz xxx 

Profile location xxx Feet 

Map Location (xx,yy) 


NOTE: Depending on the processor being used, this search may take a few seconds. 

Display Events 

If this option is chosen, by typing "yes" in the dialogue box, the event markers will be 

indicated on the Profile plot by their number and a vertical line. On 2·D plots events can 

only be marked using the "2" or straight ahead arrow key and are marked with a small star. 

To display event markers replot using "Go" (see below). 

Select New Origin: 

If a timed or distance data set contains event markers the x axis origin can be rescaled to 

anyone of the marks. This is useful when making lateral profiles of transmission lines 

where the origin of the transverse coordinate can be moved to the mark made at the center 

conductor. 

After selecting the "Select New Origin" option the dialogue box will open: 

SHIFT ORIGIN TO SELECTED EVENT MARKER 

THIS ACTION WILL CHANGE THE WORKING FILE 

select event =x 

proceed with origin shift = "no" 


Enter the event number and choose "y" to proceed with the shift. The following message 

will appear: 

Point# xxxx Event# xx Br xxxx 
. Bx xxxx By xxxx Bz xxxx 

Profile location xxx feet 

Use this point for new origin? "YES" 


An "ENTER" will proceed with the shift 
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If the chosen event marker is used more than once and the first occurrence is not the desired 

one enter a "No" here to select the next occurrence of the event marker. After entering a 

"Yes" the x location ofeach of the data points will be recalculated. To view the recalculated 

data use the "Go" option. 

This option can only be used on "Timed" and "Distance" data attempting to use this option 

on "map" data will result in an error message: 

WARNING MESSAGE 

Use "Map Plot"to change origin of map data 


Superimpose Path 

In some cases it may be desirable to plot only the field values and not the map path. To 

"tum off" the map path choose the option "Superimpose path" and enter "N" in the data 

entry field. Replot the data using the "Go" option. 

Changing a Turn 

Unique to the Map plot is the ability to change a logged tum interactively on the screen. 

This feature can save otherwise good data which contains one or a few errors. Choose 

"Change tum", move the cursor to the tum that is suspected of being in error, and select 

that tum. A dialogue box will open with the message: 

Warning Message 

A type 4 turn follows selected point #xxx 

Do you want to change it? NQ 


If the information displayed indicates that the tum was correctly entered, a carriage return 

will return the program to the map plot without any changes. 

To change the direction of the tum, enter "Y". This will cause a dialogue box to open with 

the message: . 

Change the Turn: 

Enter new Turn # 
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Type in the number of the correct turn in the data entry field. When the corrected turn 

direction is entered, the program will change the turn and recalculate the map. 

To eliminate a turn the turn should be changed to a type "0" turn. This eliminates the turn 

completely, as opposed to changing it to a type "2" tum which is a straight ahead turn and 

will be interpreted as an event marker under option Display Events. 

These changes are made only to the working file. If the map is corrupted through random 

turn changes, a new working file can be created from the original raw data using the "Files" 

menu. The .RA W file is never altered by the graphics program. 

Select "Go" to view the re-calculated map. 

Inserting a Turn 

The "Insert a turn" option functions like "Change turn" described above, but will insert a 

turn where the data collector neglected to enter a tum. Select the "Insert turn" option and 

move the cursor to the point where the turn should be. This will open the dialogue boxes 

for the new tum. Select yes and enter the number indicating the direction of the turn. The 

new turn will be added to the .DAT file and the map is then recalculated. To view the new 

map, select "Go". 

Set New Origin: 

Map coordinates, relative to the first map point, can be transferred into actual spacial 

coordinates of the mapping area using "set new origin". Using the "offset" from the actual 

origin the first map point can be shifted to coincide with the true origin. 

After selecting the option "set new origin" the following message will appear: 

SHIFT PATH TO NEW POINT 

THIS ACTION WILL CHANGE THE WORKING FILE 

New x coordinate = xxxx 

New y coordinate = xxxx 

Proceed with Shift = t:JQ 
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Upon entering this option for the first time the origin will have coordinates of (0,0). Enter 

the appropriate offset of the origin and enter a "Yes" to proceed with the shift. Select "Go" 

to view the change. 

Adjust Path: 

If a cumulative error has caused data points to be recorded with wrong x or y locations 

due to rough terrain, stairs, etc., the path length can be corrected using "Adjust path ". This 

option allows a segment to be "stretched" or "compressed" to account for small errors. By 

fixing the two end points of a segment and moving the latter point the change in the length 

of the path will be propagated through all of the points in between. 

Note: This option should not be used to correct turns. Use the "change turn" or "insert 

turn" options for this. If used on a segment of the path that is not straight the correction 

will not be "angle preserving" in that the whole segment will be "accordioned" stretching 

or compressing any turns. Right angle turns will not remain 90° and horizontal and vertical 

lines will also not remain so. 

After choosing the option "Adjust path" the top menu bar will change to: 

Move cursor to anchor point p xxxx xxxx 

Where xxxx xxxx are the coordinates of the cursor in plot coordinates. 

Move the cursor to the first point in the segment to be adjusted and select it. (Adjustments 

must be made in the order the points were sampled, this requires that the anchor point be 

the first point measured in the segment to be adjusted). 

The following message indicating the location of the selected point will appear: 

Point# xxxx Event# xx Br xxxx 

Bx xxxx By xxxx Bz xxxx 

Profile location xxxx feet 

Map location (xxxx, xxxx) 

Is this correct? YES. 
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Entering a "NO" will exit the routine. The default is "YES" and will cause the menu bar 

to change to: 

Select point to be moved p xxxx xxxx 

Move to the end point of the segment to be adjusted and select it. The location of the end 

point will appear: 

Point# xxxx Event# xx Br xxxx 

Bx xxxx By xxxx Bz xxx x 

Pro'file location xxxx feet 

Map location (xx, xx) 

Is this correct? YES. 


Entering a "NO" will exit the routine. The default is "YES" and will cause this message 

to appear: 

Choose a new location for this pOint and subsequent path. 
Do you want to use the cursor (else enter coordinates)? YES 

Choosing the default of "YES" will open the cursor selection mode (see below). Entering 

a "NO" will cause the next dialog box to open: 

SHIFT PATH TO NEW POINT 

THIS ACTION WILL CHANGE THE WORKING FILE 

New x coordinates =xxxx 

New y coordinates = xxx x 

Proceed with shift =Yfz§. 


Where the original x and y coordinates appear as defaults. First the x coordinate will be 

highlighted type in the new coordinate or leave it unchanged and type "ENTER", The y 

coordinate will then be highlighted in the same manner, repeat the procedure and type 

"ENTER". The last input will then be highlighted. Entering a "NO" will cause the 

adjustment process to be aborted. The default is "YES" causing the change to be made. 

The adjustment to the line segment is made by calculating the change in x and y for the 

end point of the segment and then distributing the change equally along the segment. 
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All points "down stream" of the end point of the segment will be translated by the full 

change in x and y. 

If the cursor is to be used to choose the end point of the segment the menu bar will change 

to: 

Move the cursor to new location u/p xxx xxx 

Move to the new location using the arrow keys or mouse and the location index in the 


upper right hand comer of the screen. Selecting the new location will cause the adjustment 


to be made on the line segment and all down stream points (see above). 


Changing from Color to Monochrome (Use Color) 


Select the "use Color" option and choose Yes (for color) or No (for monochrome) in the 


data entry field. 


Plotting: "Go" 


The plot output device must be selected using the "Go" option. Choosing one of the four 


options will redirect the output to the specified device. The resolution of the plot will 


depend on the resolution of the device and the program adjusts the plot size to optimize 


the use ofeach graphic device. To view. print or save a plot to disk. select the option "Go". 


The choices for the devices will appear: 


plot on Screen 

plot on Printer 

plot on pioTter 

plot to Metafile 


Select the device; the plot data will then be sent to the appropriate graphics device or 


metafile. 


Output to Screen: 


GO/SCREEN will cause the output to be directed to the display terminal in the format 


provided by the device driver chosen at install time. 
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Output to Printer: 


GOIPRINTER will cause the plot to be directed to chosen printer. The output is directed 


to LPTl. This can be changed by editing the line: 


printer = LPTl 


in the file CGI. CFG. 


If the printer is capable ofcolor the output will be in color regardless of the type ofdisplay 

device (unless color has been turned off under "options") 

Output to Plotter: 

GOIPLOTTER will callse the plot to be directed to the HP plotter (if loaded). The colors 

. that appear on the plot will depend on the pen placement. The color assignment in the 

customization file assumes that the pens are arranged as described for an HP 6 pen plotter. 

Output to Metafile: 


GO/MET AFILE will cause the plot to be exported to a file. If DXF formed has been 


installed the file will be named CGI.DXF. If this file alre'ady exists the program will index 


the filename sequentially beginning with CGIOOOOl.DXF. 


If CGM format has been chosen the file name will be OUTPUT~CGM. This meta file 


driver has no sequencing capabilities any new plots will be written over the existing file. 


The resolution ofthe plot will depend on the resolution of the display device. The program 


adjusts the plot size to optimize the use of each graphics device. 


Return 

To return to the main menu, choose the option "Return". 
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Appendix A 

Printers Supported 

The Field Star graphics package is distribu~ed with device drivers to support the following 
hardcopy devices (Bold heading indicates driver choice from install screen): 

Epson LQ Series Printers 

Epson LQ-800 Epson LQ-950 Epson LQ-lOOO 
Epson LQ-25oo Epson LQ - 2550 

Epson LQ Series Color Printers 

Epson LQ - 2500 Epson LQ - 2550 

Epson EPL 6000 Laser Printer 

Epson X Series Printers 

Epson EX-800 Epson EX-lOOO EpsonFX-85 
Epson FX-86e Epson FX-185 Epson FX-286 
Epson LX -800 Epson MX-80 FIT Epson MX-loo III 

HP LaserJet Printers 

HP LaserJet Plus HP LaserJet - 2000 HP LaserJet - Series II 
HP LaserJet - II D HP LaserJet - II P HP LaserJet - III 
HP LaserJet - III D Kyocera F-301O IBM Laser Printer 4019 

HP DeskJet Printers 

HP DeskJet 500 

HP PaintJet Printers 

HP PaintJet HP PaintJet XL 

mM Proprinter Series Printers 

IBM Proprinter I IBM Proprinter II IBM Proprinter XL 

Okidata Printers 

Okidata 293 

Tektronix Printers 

Tektronix ColorQuick (4697) 

Toshiba Printers 

Toshiba P321SL Toshiba P351 

Additional device drivers are also available. If you do not see your hardcopy device listed 
above please contact Dexsil for more information. 
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Appendix B 

The Customization File 


The Field Star graphics program has been optimized to provide high quality output on the 


majority of graphics devices. 


The program uses two preloaded default graphics device Ifgroup II files. A full color device (such 


as an EGA or VGA color monitor) and a monochrome device such as an mM black and white 


terminal or any type monochrome printer. 


There can also be up to four externally customized "group" files to optimize the output to other 


devices such as pen plotters, color printers with eight colors and meta files for export to other 


graphics program. 


The customization file FSPRG.CUS is setup with "groups" for a Metafile, an Hp 6 pen plotter 


and an 8 color printer. Contained in the file is also a brief description of the format used for the 


customization of output. 


The output on a particular device can be changed by editing the customization file using a 


standard text editor. The file as shipped is reprinted below. 


The date format, the units, and the address are not explicitly designated in the file and are 


determined by the program by interrogating the DOS Environment. The defaults can be 


overridden by entering a line (at the beginning of the file) containing the key word and the 


specific arguments as described below. 


Using The Customization File. 


Certain aspects of the appearance of FSGP can be modified by overiding the default settings. 


The general syntax for modifying a default value is: 


KEYWORD argl arg2 ... 


where KEYWORD is a word chosen from the KeyWord list below and the arguments are 


separated by blanks. The number and type of arguments vary for different KeyWords. 
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KEYWORD Description 

EOF (End of File )- The FSPRG program does not read beyond this KeyWord. Anything 

beyond it can be considered a comment and has no effect. 

GROUP Selects the attribute group to which the following attributes will be assigned, i.e. 

LINESTYLE, FILLSTYLE, BACKGROUND and REFSIZE. 

SYNTAX: GROUP DeviceType LeastColor MostColor 

An attribute group is selected for use during plotting if the current device matches the 

DeviceType and the number of supponed colors is included in the range LeastColor to 

MostColor. The allowed DeviceTypes are: Screen, Printer. Plotter, MetafIle and Any. The 

"Any" type matches any device that also meets the color range specified. 

Up to 4 GROUPs can be specified. Any GROUP specified is preloaded with the parameters for 

a monochrome device and hence any parameter not explicitly set will contain a value appropriate 

for a monochrome device. 

LINESTYLE Sets the Color and LineType for lines used by Profile and Contour plots. They 

are assigned as follows: 

1 Default - all uses not assigned below 

2 not currently used 

3 the axis of the grid box 

4 path of all plots except those assigned to PA TH2 

5 PATH2 - path for band and edged band plots 

6 Annotation lines 

7 - 10 line~ used by Profile plots. 


11 - 14 lines used by Contour plots. 


(contour lines are assigned beginning with the highest resultant level and working down). 


SYNTAX: LINESTYLE Index Color LineType LineWidth 
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where Index is a number as given above. Color is a number chosen from the Color Table below. 

LineType is a number chosen from the LineType Table below. LineWidth is an integer such 

that LineWidth/32768 represents a line width equal to that fraction of the long dimension of the 

plotting area. 

FILLSTYLE Sets the Color and FillStyle for fIlls used by FILL and BAND plots. They are 

assigned as follows: 

1 - 4 FILL plots 

5 - 12 BAND plots (bands are assigned beginning at the highest resultant level working down). 

13 - Data plot 

SYNTAX: FILLSTYLE Index Color FillType FillStyle 

where Index is a given above. Color is a number chosen from the Color Table below. FillType 

is a number chosen from-the FillType Table below. FillStyle is a number chosen from the 

FillStyle Table below. 

BACKGROUND Sets the color of the background for the screen. 

SYNTAX: BACKGROUND Color 

REFSIZE Sets the fundamental character reference size that all character sizes are based on. 

SYNTAX: REFSlZE ReferenceSize 

DATE Sets the style of date fonnat appropriate to the country. The argument, DateArg. must 

come from the list: 

MONTHSLASH format mm/ddlyy 

DAYSLASH format ddlmm/yy 

DAYDASH format dd-mm-yy 

DAYPERIOD forma~ dd.mm.yy 

YEARDASH format yy-mm-dd 

SYNTAX: DATEDateArg 
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UNITS Sets the field units and distance units. UnitArg must come from: 

ENGLISH uses feet for distance and milligauss for field 

METRIC uses meters for distance and microtesla for field 

SYNTAX: UNITS UnitArg 

ADDRESS Set port I/O address. Port must be == 3 or 4. Address must be in hex format. 

SYNTAX: ADDRESS Port Address 

»»»> Color Table «««« 
0 BLACK 
1 WHITE 
2 RED 
3 GREEN 
4 BLUE 
5 YELLOW 
6 CYAN 
7 MAGENTA 
8 DKGREY 
9 LTGREY 
10 LTRED 
11 LTGREEN 
12 LTBLUE 
13 BROWN 
14 LTCYAN 
15 LTMAGENTA 

»»»> LineType Table «««< 
1 Solid 
2 LongDashed 
3 Dotted 
4 DashedDotted 
5 MediumDashed 
6 DashedDotDot 
7 ShortDashed (Device-Dependent) 
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»»»> FillType Table «««< 
1 SolidFill 
2 PatternFill 
3 HatchFill 

»»»> FillStyle Table A special case is 0 which produces NO FILL . 
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!!V2.55 CUSTOMIZATION FILE 
GROUP META 1 2 

LINESTYLE 1 1 1 0 DEFAULT LINE 

LINESTYLE 2 1 2 0 DOTTED LINE 

LINESTYLE 3 1 1 50 BOX LINE 

LINESTYLE 4 1 1 35 PATH1 LINE 

LINESTYLE 5 1 7 35 PATH2-LINE 

LINESTYLE 6 1 1 50 ANNOTATION LINES 

LINESTYLE 7 1 1 35 PLOTTING LINES 

LINESTYLE 8 1 2 35 

LINESTYLE 9 1 3 35 

LINESTYLE 10 1 6 35 

LINEST~LE 11 1 2 35 

LINESTYLE 12 1 3 35 

LINESTYLE 13 1 6 35 

LINESTYLE 14 1 5 35 

FILLSTYLE 1 1 2 7 

FILLSTYLE 2 1 2 6 

FILLSTYLE 3 1 2 5 

FILLSTYLE 4 1 2 8 

FILLSTYLE 5 1 2 7 

FILLSTYLE 6 1 2 6 

FILLSTYLE 7 1 2 5 

FILLSTYLE 8 1 2 8 

FILLSTYLE 9 1 2 10 

FILLSTYLE 10 1 2 29 

FILLSTYLE 11 1 2 32 

FILLSTYLE 12 1 2 24 

FILLSTYLE 13 1 2 5 

REFSIZE 0.014 fundamental character reference size 


GROUP PLOTTER 3 8 

LINESTYLE 1 1 1 0 DEFAULT LINE 

LINESTYLE 2 1 1 0 DOTTED LINE 

LINESTYLE 3 1 1 50 BOX Ll'NE 

LINESTYLE 4 1 2 0 PATH1-LINE 

LINESTYLE 5 1 2 0 PATH2-LINE 

LINESTYLE 6 1 1 50 ANNOTATION LINES 

LINESTYLE 7 1 1 0 PLOTTING LINES 

LINESTYLE 8 2 1 0 

LINESTYLE 9 3 1 0 

LINESTYLE 10 4 1 0 

LINESTYLE 11 5 1 0 

LINESTYLE 12 6 1 0 

LINESTYLE 13 7 1 0 

LINESTYLE 14 8 1 0 

FILLSTYLE 1 2 3 1 

FILLSTYLE 2 5 3 4 

FILLSTYLE 3 3 3 5 

FILLSTYLE 4 4 3 6 

FILLSTYLE 5 3 1 4 

FILLSTYLE 6 3" 3 4 

FILLSTYLE 7 6 3 4 

FILLSTYLE 8 6 3 1 

FILLSTYLE 9 4 3 4 

FILLSTYLE 10 4 3 1 

FILLSTYLE 11 5 3 4 

FILLSTYLE 12 5 3 1 

FILLSTYLE 13 2 3 4 

REFSIZE 0.012 fundamental character reference size 
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GROUP PRINTER 3 8 

LINESTYLE 1 1 1 0 
 DEFAULT LINE 
LINESTYLE 2 1 1 0 DOTTED LINE 
LINESTYLE 3 1 1 50 BOX LINE 
LINESTYLE 4 1 1 35 PATH"! LINE 
LINESTYLE 5 1 7 35 PATH2-LINE 
LINESTYLE 6 1 1 50 ANNOTATION LINES 
LINESTYLE 7 1 1 35 PLOTTING_LINES
LINESTYLE 8 2 1 35 

LINESTYLE 9 3 1 35 

LINESTYLE 10 4 1 35 

LINESTYLE 11 5 1 35 

LINESTYLE 12 6 1 35 

LINESTYLE 13 7 1 35 

LINESTYLE 14 8 1 35 

FILLSTYLE 1 2 1 4 

FILLSTYLE 2 5 1 19 

FILLSTYLE 3 3 1 18 

FILLSTYLE 4 4 1 17 

FILLSTYLE 5 2 1 19 

FILLSTYLE 6 2 2 19 

FILLSTYLE 7 7 1 19 

FILLSTYLE 8 5 1 19 

FILLSTYLE 9 3 1 19 

FILLSTYLE 10 3 2 19 

FILLSTYLE 11 6 1 19 

FILLSTYLE 12 4 2 19 

FILLSTYLE 13 2 1 19 

REFSIZE 0.014 fundamental character reference size 


EOF !! No text below here is read by the program. 

*************************************************************************** 

HOW T 0 USE T HIS F A C I LIT Y 

Certain aspects of the appearance of FSGP can be modified by overiding the 
default settings. This is done in this file. 

The general syntax for modifying a default value is: 

KEYWORD arg1 arg2 ... 

where KEYWORD is a word cho.osen from the KeyWord list below and the 
arguments are separated by blanks. The number and type of arguments vary 
for different KeyWords. 

»»»> KeyWord list ««««< 

KEYWORD Description 

EOF End of File - The FSPRG program does not read beyond this KeyWord.
Anything beyond it can be considered comments and do not have any effect. 

GROUP Selects the attribute group to which the followipg attributes will 
be assigned, i.e. LINESTYLE, FILLSTYLE, BACKGROUND and REFSIZE. 

SYNTAX: . GROUP DeviceType LeastColor MostColor 

An attribute group is selected for use during plotting if the current 

device matches the DeviceType and the number of supported colors is 

included in the range LeastColor to MostColor. 
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The allowed DeviceTypes are: Screen, Printer, Plotter, Metafile and Any. 
The "Any" type matches any device that also meets the color range 
specified • 

Up to 4 GROUPs can be specified. Any GROUP specified is preloaded with 
the parameters for a monochrome device and hence any parameter not 
explicitly set will contain a value appropriate for a monochrome device. 

LINESTYLE Sets the Color and LineType for lines used by Profile and 
Contour plots. They are assigned as follows: Index Use 
1 Default - all uses not assigned below 
2 not currently used 
3 the axis of the grid box 
4 path of all plots execpt thoses assigned to PATH2 
5 PATH2 - path for band and edged band plots
6 ANNOTATION lines 
7 - 10 lines styles used by Profile plots.
11 - 14 lines styles used by Contour plots. 

(for contour plots they are assigned beginning with the highest resultant 
level working down) . 

SYNTAX: LINESTYLE Index Color LineType LineWidth 

where Index is a number as given above. 

Color is a number chosen from the Color Table below. 

LineType is a number chosen from the LineType Table below. 

LineWidth is an integer such that LineWidth/32768 represents a line width 
equal to that fraction of the long dimension of the plotting area. 

FILLSTYLE Sets the Color and FillStyle for fills used by FILL and BAND 
plots. They are assigned as follows: Index Use 
1 - 4 FILL plots
5 - 12 BAND plots ( for band plots they are assigned beginning with the 
highest resultant level working down) . 
13 - Data plot 

SYNTAX: FILLSTYLE Index Color FillType FillStyle 

where Index is a given above. 

Color is a number chosen from the Color Table below. 

FillType is a number chosen from the FillType Table below. 

FillStyle is a number chosen from the FillStyle Table below. 

BACKGROUND Sets the color of the background for the screen. 

SYNTAX: BACKGROUND Color 

REFSIZE Sets the fundamental character reference size that all other 
character sizes are based on. 

SYNTAX: REFSIZE ReferenceSize 

DATE Sets the style of date format appropriate to the country. The 
argument, DateArg, must come from the list: 
MONTHSLASH format mm/dd/yy 
DAYSLASH format dd/mm/yy 
DAYDASH format dd-mm-yy 
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DAYPERIOD format dd.mm.yy
YEARDASH format yy-mm-dd 

SYNTAX: DATE DateArg 

UNITS Sets the field units and distance units. UnitArg must come from: 
ENGLISH uses feet for distance and milligauss for field 
METRIC uses meters for distance and microtesla for field 

SYNTAX: UNITS UnitArg 

ADDRESS Set port I/O address. Port must be 3 or 4. 
Address must be in hex format. 

SYNTAX: ADDRESS Port Address 

»»»> Color Table «««« 

BLACK 0 

WHITE 1 

RED 2 

GREEN 3 

BLUE 4 

YELLOW 5 

CYAN 6 

MAGENTA 7 

DKGREY 8 

LTGREY 9 

LTRED 10 

LTGREEN 11 

LTBLUE 12 

BROWN 13 

LTCYAN 14 

LTMAGENTA 15 


»»»> LineType Table «««< 

Solid 1 

LongDashed 2 

Dotted 3 

DashedDotted 4 

MediumDashed 5 

DashedDotDot 6 

ShortDashed 7 (Device-Dependent 

»»»> FillType Table «««< 

SolidFill 1 

PatternFill 2 

HatchFill 3 


»»»> FillStyle Table «««< pick numbers from GSS lists of Pattern and 
Hatch fills. 

A special case is 0 which produces NO FILL. 
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FIELD STAR GRAPHICS PROGRAM 

DEXSIL SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT 


NOTICE TO USER: READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLYl 
This product is licensed (not sold). Use of the 
package implies acceptance of the terms and 
conditions of this license. If you do NOT accept 
the terms of this license, you may return the 
package UNUSED to the person from whom you received 
it along with all associated materials. 

1. DEFINITIONS 

A. 	 "DEXSIL" means DEXSIL CORPORATION, One Hamden 
Park Drive, Hamden, Connecticut 06517, the 
author and owner of the copyright of this 
computer program product. 

B. 	 "COMPUTER" means the single computer on which 
you use this program. 

C. 	 "SOFTWARE" means the set of computer programs 
in this package, regardless of the form in 
which you subsequently use it. 

D. 	 "LICENSE" means this Agreement and the rights 
and obligations which it creates under the 
United States Copyright Act and the laws of 
Connecticut. 

2. LICENSE 

DEXSIL grants you the right to use this copy of the 
SOFTWARE as long as you comply with the terms of 
this LICENSE. You may use the SOFTWARE and the 
associated documentation only in connection with a 
single COMPUTER. You may physically move the 
SOFTWARE from one COMPUTER·· to another, provided 
that the SOFTWARE is used in connection with only 
one COMPUTER at a time. When you no longer have 
the right to use the SOFTWARE, you must either 
destroy the SOFTWARE or return it to DEXSIL. 
DEXSIL shall have the right to terminate this 
LICENSE if you violate any of its provisions. 

3. TRANSFER OR REPRODUCTION 

You may make up to two copies of the SOFTWARE for 
backup purposes only, as long as you place a label 
on the outside of each backup diskette showing the 
DEXSIL copyright and trademark notices in the same 
form as the original copy. When using a COMPUTER 
with a hard disk, one copy of the SOFTWARE may be 



installed on the hard disk as long as that copy is 
removed if the SOFTWARE is used on another 
COMPUTER. You may not make or authorize any other' 
copies of the SOFTWARE. You may not sublicense 
rent, assiqn, or transfer the LICENSE or th~ 
SOFTWARE to anyone else. You may not provide use of 
the SOFTWARE through a time sharing service or 
network of computers to users who are not 
individu,ally licensed to use the SOFTWARE. You 
should understand that unauthorized reproduction or 
unauthorized transfer of copies of the SOFTWARE may 
be a crime, as well as subjecting you to damages and 
attorney's fees. 

4. ADAPTATIONS 

Any part of the 'SOFTWARE that you merge with other 
software is still the property of DEXSIL. In the 
event this LICENSE is terminated, you may not use 
any part of the SOFTWARE even if it has been merged 
with other software. You agree to take reasonable 
steps to protect DEXSIL SOFTWARE from theft or use 
contrary to this LICENSE. You may not modify I 

disassemble, or reverse-engineer the SOFTWARE. 

5. LIMITED WARRANTY 

THE SOFTWARE I. ASSOCIATED MANUALS, AND REFERENCE 
MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED ItAS IS, It WITHOUT WARRANTY AS 
TO THEIR PERFORMANCE I MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS 
FOR ANY PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE RESULTS 
AND PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS ASSUMED BY YOU. 

DEXSIL SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS 
PRODUCT. 

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION 
OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES, SO THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS MIGHT NOT 
APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC 
LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU ALSO MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS 
WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. 

6. GENERAL 

This is the complete and eXClusive Agreement between 
you and DEXSIL. It supersedes any proposal or prior 
agreement, ora1 or written, and any other 
communications between us relating to the subject 
matter of this Agreement. 
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